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1 Abstract

The full wave approach of electromagnetically equivalent modelling of earthquake
mechanism [1]-[2] is presented for earthquake sequences and storms in this paper. The
approach [3] is applied to earthquake zones as modelled with interconnected circuits
of waveguides and cavities.

The above said equivalent modelling addresses the extraction of a model appropri-
ate for the electromagnetic phenomenon from the extension of electromagnetism to
irregular and non-uniform cases and presents a compact contribution to the analyti-
cal syntheses of phenomena related with earthquake. These analytical syntheses give
electromagnetically generated interaction processes, which prepare the earthquake.

Propagation and resonance rules of both the electromagnetic and mechanical waves
related to the earthquakes around the crusts and faults close to each other are derived.
The transportation mechanism of electrical charges and currents with irregular and
non-smooth distributions are studied. The analytical conditions that the irregular and
non-smooth deviations of these charges should trigger an earthquake are obtained.

The areas among close faults create resonators covered with non-smooth surfaces and
edges in electromagnetic sense. The earthquake explorer [2]-[4] reaches to a fault
zone and feeds the resonator remaining among the faults close the previous fault. It



propagates from the initial fault surface onto the surface of other faults as amplified
and/or attenuated and returns to the initial fault within the cavity. That propagating
wave creates some electromagnetic forces with resonance character on some parts of
these faults. The unbalance between these irregular forces pushes or pulls the faults
zone. The repetitions of these push-pull processes generate a resonance around the
natural frequency related with the wave phenomenon explained here.

The fault zone is modelled as cavities involving the fractal boundaries like three-
dimensional fractal tree [5]. We call the model random fractal 3D-plate-tree cavity.
The time domain solutions of electromagnetic wave resonance effects are discussed.

The analytical syntheses of the sequential earthquakes occurred at Aegean Sea – Izmir
area in 2005 is given by the above-mentioned approach. The analytical details of cou-
pling effects among the neighbour faults are evaluated. The triggering mechanism of
irregular and non-smooth charge deviations in these earthquakes are reached as a re-
sult of experimental data obtained from the great earthquakes occurred in 2004 by use
of the earthquake genetics [4].
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